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Fig. 2: Cubic spline interpolation for one pixel in 2014. NBR values from zero to
one indicate the increase in vegetation density (y-axis). The blue dots
represent NBR value of the corresponding Landsat scene. The blue dotted
lines display extreme values (minimum and maximum) along the modelled time
series and the red dotted line represents the day of foliage onset (defined as
5% increase between the minimum and maximum value).
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Fig 6. Scatterplot of TPI values (x-axis) in relation to the
corresponding DON (y-axis) in 2003 and 2014 (negative
TPI-values = valleys, positive values = ridges)
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Fig. 1 Location of Xishuangbanna (a) and corresponding topography of the
study area (b) (Zomer , et al., 2013).
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Fig. 4: Map of derived days of leaf onset in 2014 for cloud free rubber pixels
(CFR)
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